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BenchK Table top for pull-up bar beech
(BT204/BT204M/BT076M)  

 

Beech wood desk overlay for PB204 pull-
up bar creates a stylish and functional
desk for a child or an adult. To use the
desk top and create a desk, you need a
wall bars and a pull-up bar from BenchK.

 CHF 165.00  
      

      

The desk is beautiful and ideal for lovers of minimalism. Thanks to the height adjustment of the pull-up
bar, the desk can be adjusted to the height of the user. It can be used both by a small child and an adult
working at home. The support can be easily removed and stored in the upper part of the wall bars on a
bar to save space.

To use the table top BT204/BT204M/BT076M and create a desk, you need a wall bar BenchK
110/210/310/710 and a pull-up bar PB204/PB076.

The table top to pull-up bar beech is available in 3 finishes:

Table top BT204 made of light beech wood suitable for wooden bar wall BenchK 110.
Table top BT204M made of light beech wood suitable for metal wall bars in white BenchK
210W/310W/710W 
Table top BT076M dark oiled beech wood matching metal bar walls in black BenchK
210B/310B/710B

Finish: light beech wood table top: material made of beech wood - dark beech wood table top: table top
is made of lithium beech wood and is not varnished, but hand-oiled with two layers of an organic
German oil based on linseed oil
Color: light beech wood (BT204/BT204M) / dark beech wood (BT076M)
Dimensions: W62cm x H2 x D58cm
Mounting: on the pull-up bar
Weight: 6kg
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Warranty: 2 years for home use
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